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the crew worked on the game for two years. the team is composed of 47 people in the far east development studio, 31 people in the game development office, 11 people in
the international software development center, as well as producers, directors, composers and translators. the game was developed by a team in the far east development
studio. based on a graphical novel for the legend of heroes: trails of cold steel ii, the game includes 4 new characters, and adds the blades of athena, thors branch campus,

thors force, and axis schild. the game also features a new character training system, a new battle system, and voice acting in japanese. the game's battle system is
streamlined, yet retains functionality from its predecessor. it retains the core elements of traditional turn-based combat, with a mix of real-time and turn-based elements. the
soundtrack cd for the legend of heroes: trails of cold steel ii was nominated for "game music of the year" at the 10th japan game awards. it was the first time a trails of cold
steel game's soundtrack was nominated for "game music of the year" since 2007's the legend of heroes: ao no kiseki. the soundtrack featured in the game, titled ulli of the

thorns, was composed and arranged by masumi matsumoto, with harukashi hosoi on the arrangements. the track list includes over an hour of music for the game. in a
interview with the japanese magazine famitsu in february 2017, kondo commented trails of cold steel iii had been in the works for over five years by that point. it was primarily
written as part of the previous installment’s ending, then slowly added to over the course of development. in a later interview with famitsu in january 2019, kondo stated trails

of cold steel iii would take around six months to two years to complete. at this point, it was expected to be the first volume in the main storyline for trails of cold steel.
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the clovis order, a mercenary company affiliated with the lucis empire, expands
their ranks with new members. related titles: zero no kiseki, ao no kiseki, trails of

cold steel, trails of cold steel ii ponies and crossbows appear in riei to summon the
lost continent to the world. a box containing its treasures is unearthed and the first
one is stolen. related titles: zero no kiseki, ao no kiseki, trails of cold steel, trails of
cold steel ii the snail operative kaede petz and parames are exposed and arrested
as their boss, rorona, is revealed to be a clovis agent. related titles: zero no kiseki,
ao no kiseki, trails of cold steel, trails of cold steel ii riei, who has been spying on

the englor federation for the past nine months, continues her work in the war
against the pact. related titles: zero no kiseki, ao no kiseki, trails of cold steel, trails

of cold steel ii the clovis order attacks the pact's headquarters in astarion and
annexes the pact's territory. the pact requests support from macbeth. the clovis

order is defeated with assistance from lacerta and thorn of the pact. related titles:
zero no kiseki, ao no kiseki, trails of cold steel, trails of cold steel ii the englor

federation sends a fleet of snail ships to the continent of paradise. those who pay
heed to the warnings of the clovis order are saved by the thorn tribe from the

caverns beneath their base. related titles: zero no kiseki, ao no kiseki, trails of cold
steel, trails of cold steel ii 5ec8ef588b
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